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An obstacle to the modeling of strategies to mitigate extreme urban temperatures is frequently the lack of on-site
meteorological data. The current study thus reports on a method that used the Weather Research and Forecasting
(WRF) model to generate inputs for the ENVI-met model to produce building-scale canyon temperatures within a
300 m square near downtown San Jose. A land use distribution was generated for WRF by a WUDAPT classi
fication, and the days of interest were then the hottest day in California history and a typical summer day. The
source of meteorological data for ENVI-met, run with a 1.5 m cubic grid, was either an urbanized version of WRF;
its default version; or observations at the closest NWS site. All WRF simulations were run on a 1 km grid, and
output at its grid closest to the study area provided ENVI-met with lateral boundary conditions. The mitigation
strategy was comprised of three parts, which either increased vegetation, rooftop albedo, or architectural shade
elements. Results showed all strategies with only negligible impacts on ENVI-met nighttime 1 m level street
canyon temperatures. Increased vegetation, however, was the most effective daytime strategy on both days, as it
affected the largest area. The maximum vegetative cooling on the extreme and average days was − 3.5 and − 3.3
◦
C, respectively. While increased rooftop albedos produced near negligible impacts, increased architectural
shading produced corresponding values of − 1.6 and − 1.7 ◦ C, respectively.

1. Introduction
Over half the global population lives in cities susceptible to impacts
from urban heat islands (UHIs), which may intensify due to greenhouse
gas warming [61]. Alleviation of these effects by planning interventions
is challenging due to the complexity of urban built features and due to
their interactions with regional meteorological and climate change
patterns. Although these phenomena have been studied extensively
from the city-wide perspective by use of modeling and remote sensing
techniques [65], specific contributions from local urban design to spatial
patterns of extreme temperature are still poorly understood. An under
standing of urban microclimates within changing regional climates re
quires consideration of the factors controlling both existing urban land

cover patterns and the use of local design mechanisms.
Previous studies have primarily evaluated individual planning plat
forms [40], but few have investigated the downscaling of urban scale
model outputs to neighborhood and building scale models [8,20]. Ef
forts are thus needed that first adopt an urban morphology extraction
methodology, such as the World Urban Database and Access Portal Tools
(WUDAPT) Level 0 method [10] to produce local climate zone (LCZ)
distributions as inputs to an urban scale meteorological model, such as
the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model [55]. The proced
ure would then use WRF outputs as inputs to a micro-scale urban
planning model, such as ENVI-met, to test impacts from various plan
ning scenarios. Such studies would be useful to the professional planning
fields (i.e., landscape and building architecture, as well as urban
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planning and design) as they become more reliant on computer models
to guide decision making processes in their investigations of the 3-D
interactions between built environments and their surroundings [64].
A diversity of software platforms exists to evaluate 3-D impacts on
urban environmental factors that result from architectural and planning
changes, e.g., impacts on human comfort and building energy con
sumption. Leading platforms include City Sim Pro, Rayman, Honeybee/
Ladybug Plugins for Grasshopper, AutoDesk CFD, SOLWEIG, and ENVImet. The most advanced of these models have a computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) formulation, discussed below. These models have
varying complexities and work on a range of scales (i.e., room to
building to neighborhood). Their inputs generally include both meteo
rological parameters at a single site and 3-D urban morphological data,
each with varying levels of detail.
Few applications have investigated meteorological linkages between
the city wide meso-scale and the building microscale [6,25]. The Hon
eybee/Ladybug Plugin [44] generally is used to calculate indoor or
outdoor thermal comfort. It accounts for shading, but does not consider
vegetative evapotranspiration, longwave energy, or wind flow. While
City Sim Pro [44] does simulate evapotranspiration processes, it does
not include wind flow. It has been validated according to the Building
Energy Simulation Test [32] and by EnergyPlus, a US Department of
Energy model to simulate building energy usages [21].
Rayman [36] uses radiative fluxes and physiological indices to
quantify outdoor human comfort, such as the Physiological Equivalent
Temperature (PET) and Percent Mean Vote (PMV, [49]). While it ac
counts for longwave radiation exchanges, it does not consider wind flow.
The Solar and Longwave Environmental Irradiance Geometry (SOL
WEIG) model [39] simulates complex spatial radiation fluxes and
shadow patterns but has only a limited ability to specify building ma
terials properties. While it predicts human comfort, it does not consider
air flow impacts [34].
The more advanced AutoDesk CFD model [2] calculates the tem
peratures of free-standing objects produced by convective flows, but it
does not account for evapotranspiration [51]. Such models are
comprised of 3-D prognostic equations for grid-point values of atmo
spheric: temperature (T, where all symbols are defined in the Appendix),
wind speed (V) and direction (dd), specific humidity (q), and turbulent
kinetic energy (TKE). While it has been used for indoor ventilation ap
plications, it has not yet been validated for outdoor applications.
Most of the above limitations are overcome by the ENVI-met CFD
model [13] that simulates at high spatial (0.5–10 m grids) and temporal
(10 s) resolutions [43]. In additional to atmospheric variables, it also
simulates leaf T, as well as vegetative energy and water vapor exchanges
[54]. It has been used for studies of air quality [62] and pedestrian
thermal comfort [4]. It has also been used to investigate UHIs. [24,45].
UHI mitigation strategies have also been studied, including park induced
cool islands [18,37]; passive cooling systems [52,53]; urban canyon
orientation and aspect ratio [33]; and material properties [63]. It has
been validated against field measurements [59], showing that it can
reasonably simulate air T, as well as building surface radiative T and
energy balance components [68]. The model has thus been used in real
urban planning applications [16]. It has had problems, however, with
input wind speeds >2 m s− 1 [20,56], and it also overestimates TKE
production around physical objects [29]. The version used by allowed
for only constant input values for all meteorological variables.
The required meteorological inputs for the ENVI-met initial (IC) and
boundary (BC) conditions can come from the observations at a nearby
site or from a mesoscale meteorological model (MMM), such as WRF.
Observations can be from the closest official National Weather Service
(NWS) site or a nearby local site [19]. WRF outputs for ENVI-met can
either be from a simple urbanization parameterization, e.g., the Noah
land use model [23]; or from one with a more complex formulation, e.g.,
its Single-Layer Urban Canopy Model (SLUCM) [35]. Its most realistic
scheme is the multilevel Building Environment Parameterization (BEP)
[42], coupled with its Building Energy Model (BEM) [50].

[38] used SLUCM + ENVI-met to study urban park impacts on UHI
magnitude. Results showed that larger WRF domains produced more
accurate microclimate projections, because impacts from surrounding
terrain were incorporated. [20] used WRF + BEP + BEM with ENVI-met
to investigate UHIs in Chicago in a changing climate. Their ENVI-met
V3.1 could only be run in a steady state mode [41] and was run with
an 1 h spin up. The WRF horizontal grid resolution was 0.33 km, while
ENVI-met used a uniform 3-D 2-m grid spacing.
The required unprocessed land-use/land-cover (LU/LC) data for both
the urban and rural sites in ENVI-met can be obtained either from local
field observations, existing spatial products such as a National Land
Cover Map, aerial photos, airborne lidar, satellite images, or detailed
building records. Such building data are then processed by ArcGIS
software to generate geo-referenced shape files or by manual analyses of
building morphology via ENVI-met tools. [57] standardized the LCZ
framework to classify a city and its surrounding areas into 17 LU/LC
classes, based on four aspects of the urban buildings and trees: rough
ness, packing (i.e., density), ground cover (i.e., pervious vs. impervious),
and thermal emittance. The WUDAPT Level 0 methodology produces an
LCZ classification map for a city from satellite data and free software
from [9]. Use of LCZ data in urbanized-WRF (herein uWRF) improves its
accuracy [12,17].
The current study focuses on quantification of daytime urban tem
perature impacts from the application of a variety of thermal mitigation
strategies. Whereas most previous such studies have primarily focused
on the use of an individual research platform, few have investigated
interactions over the range of urban scales from the downscaling of
MMM outputs to a microscale CFD model. The current study thus first
uses a WUDAPT Level 0 derived LCZ classification as input to uWRF, and
then uses its time-varying meteorological output to drive the ENVI-met
V4.3.0 CFD planning model in a series of 1 m level urban street canyon
temperature mitigation scenarios. The aim of the study is thus to use the
WUDAPT, uWRF, and ENVI-met models to answer the following
research question: can meso-scale meteorological models be used in lieu
of on-site observations to drive models for the evaluation of street
canyon heat mitigation strategies for the reduction of summer daytime
temperatures in an existing urban neighborhood?
2. Methodology
An overview of the current methodology (Fig. 1) shows the three
possible sources of meteorological data used in any ENVI-met simula
tion: NWS observations, WRF, or uWRF. The Landsat LU/LC data are
either fed directly into WRF or first processed by WUDAPT before
ingestion by uWRF, while no such data are required for an NWS appli
cation. The ENVI-met simulations each utilize user generated LU/LC
data, regardless of that used in the previous meteorological data step.
Details are provided below.
2.1. Study site
The study focuses on a portion of San Jose, located on the Central
Coast Region in the Santa Clara Valley (SCV, where all acronyms are
defined in the Appendix), now the Silicon Valley (Fig. 2b). The Valley
provides the main sea level entry for cool marine air into SJ (Fig. 2a).
The SJ 2-m T-values are projected to increase by 2–3.5 ◦ C by the end of
the century, increasing its maximum annual heat wave frequency to 10
events [15]. Its bayside communities will see the greatest increase in
regional mortality [14]. During a record breaking 10-day heat wave in
July 2006, the Central Coast Region contributed 28% of all statewide
excess emergency room visits and 47% of all excess hospitalizations,
even with only 18% of the state population.
The ENVI-met study area is a 300 m square centered on the inter
section of two major commercial boulevards, with a few surrounding
residences (Fig. 2c). The site is a crowded shopping area and a gathering
spot for local communities. Its off-core urban typology is common to
2
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Earth, and (iii) LCZ classification with SAGA GIS.
Landsat-8 Level-1 Terrain Corrected (LT1) data were acquired from
the US Geological Service (USGS) for 30 August 2016 via the Earth
Explorer portal. Landsat-8 has a spatial resolution of 30 m in both the
visible Near Infrared (NIR) and Shortwave Infrared (SWIR) Bands, and a
resolution of 100 m in the Thermal Band (TIR). All data were imported
into SAGA GIS to be projected and clipped to the region of interest (ROI).
At least 20 homogeneous training sample areas for each of the 17 built
area LCZ classes within the ROI were identified and manually digitized
via Google Earth. The unique spectral signals of each LCZ training class
were identified and then used to classify a second group of known LCZ
sites. Classification accuracy for the second group was evaluated via the
SAGA Accuracy Matrix Polygon to Grid tool, which compares predicted
LCZ class of each member of the second group against its training class.
After several iterations, the final training class results were imported
into the SAGA classification algorithm to classify the entire ROI.
These results were then resampled to produce a 100 m resolution LCZ
map for the entire WRF domain. To create the required WRF input, the
LCZ 100-m fields were aggregated to its 1 km grid, maintaining the 17Category classifications. The class of each 1 km grid was assigned based
on the most common LCZ class within that grid. Once aggregated, LCZ 3
areas (defined in Table 3) were assigned to the WRF-SLUCM Category 31
(defined in Table 2a); LCZ 6 areas were assigned to Category 32; and
LCZs 4, 5, 7, 8, and 10 areas all went into Category 33.
2.3. WRF model
ENVI-met simulations for the extreme day evaluated three sources
(top rows of Table 1) of input background meteorological data, ranked
according to decreasing complexity: (i) “Urban-WRF” with its SLUCM
urbanization parameterization and WUDAPT LU/LC data; (ii) “DefaultUrban” with the default WRF urban configuration, i.e., a simple urban
roughness length (z0) parameterization, and only look-up table urban
LU/LC information; and (iii) “San Jose Mineta Airport” (SJA, Fig. 2b)
with only NWS surface observations, the most common ENVI-met input
source type, and with upper level data from a Oakland International
Airport (OIA, Fig. 2a) NWS radiosonde. Typical day simulations used
only urban WRF outputs.
All WRF simulations used model Version 3.9 on a 1 km horizontal
grid in the domain of Fig. 2b. All were forced at their lateral boundaries
by 12-km analysis fields from the 2018 North American Mesoscale
Forecast System Model (NAM), configured with 51 vertical levels, with
the lowest at 30 m and with 14 below 2500 m. The Mellor-YamadaJanjic PBL scheme was selected [31]. Initial soil moisture values for
all land areas were lowered to 75% of the NAM monthly climatological
values to optimize agreement between the 2-m WRF T-values and ob
servations from the SJA and San Jose State University (SJSU) meteo
rological stations. The latter site is atop its Duncan Hall Science building,
at 41 m (all heights herein are AGL). Such adjustments are commonly
made for soil moisture, as local values are generally not well reproduced
in WRF [20].
The Default-Urban simulation used the USGS 24-category LU/LC
classification in WRF, with its only one urban class. These categories
were compiled from 1993 Landsat data at a resolution of 30 m [11], and
thus do not account for the newer built-up portions of SJ. Default
(constant) WRF surface energy balance parameters for the one urban
class include: z0 of 0.5 m, heat capacity (C) of 106 J kg− 1 K− 1, surface
emissivity (ϵ) of 0.88, surface albedo (α) of 0.15, and soil thermal con
ductivity (k) of 3.24 W m− 1 K− 1.
The SLUCM scheme used in the Urban-WRF simulations characterizes
urban canopies via input building heights and widths; road widths; built
fraction, among others. It distinguishes between the three urban landuse classes defined in Table 2a. Values for each urban canopy param
eter are given in Table 2a as a function of land-use category. Their
associated thermal and radiative parameters (independent of category)
for the three built facets are given in Table 2b.

Fig. 1. Methodological overview, where squares represent models, circles are
data sets, and the diamond is the final temperature (T) values. The lower box
shows the LU/LC data used in the WRF models, the middle are the three
possible meteorological data sets for an individual ENVI-met simulation, and
the upper are the additional data sets ingested into ENVI-met to generate 1 m
level temperatures (T). Numbers in parentheses give the spatial resolution in
meters (m) of the output data.

many US and global cities: a mix of commercial and residential struc
tures with sparse vegetative coverage. The day of interest is 1 September
2017, the hottest day in California history at that time, with a high T of
42◦ C (108◦ F) in SJ. The study thus evaluates ENVI-met performance
under a variety of 1 m level urban canyon T-mitigation strategies for this
cloudless “extreme” day and for 9 July 2017, a more “typical” cloudless
summer day.
2.2. WUDAPT level 0 method
Various approaches exist to develop LCZ maps [3,27]. The current
study uses the LCZ scheme of [58],which requires detailed urban
morphological data. Such data can be hard to acquire, but the WUDAPT
Level 0 methodology [9,10] creates an LCZ map using open satellite data
and free software. The method has three steps: (i) data preprocessing,
(ii) digitization and evaluation of sample training areas using Google
3
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Fig. 2. Study area maps showing the: (a) San Francisco Bay Area, highlighting Oakland International Airport (OIA) and the city of San Jose (red box); (b) WRF
domain, highlighting San Jose International Airport (SJA), San Jose State University (SJSU), and the ENVI-met study sub-area (red box); and (c) ENVI-met studyarea, including the major intersection of McLaughlin Avenue and Story Road. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the Web version of this article.)

The single layer SLUCM, and not the multilayer BEP + BEM, ur
banization scheme in WRF was used in the present study, as this
exploratory study seeks to demonstrate the usefulness of the WUDAPT
+ WRF + ENVI-met model suite. While the BEP + BEM computational
requirements far exceed those for SLUCM, the results (below) show that
SLUCM can reasonably well reproduce key meteorological observations.
All extreme case WRF simulations for 1 September were run over a
96-h period from 0600 LST (= 1500 UTC) on 30 August to capture both
the maximum T run-up and cool-down periods. The first 24-h were
considered a spin-up period and were not considered. A similar
approach was used for the typical day of 9 July.

2.4. ENVI-met model
Simulated air temperatures at the 1 m level from ENVI-met version
4.3.0 were analyzed in the current study, as it is the meteorological
parameter most closely related to human heat stress [44]. It is also the
one most accurately simulated by ENVI-met [30]. A grid spacing of 1.5
m used for each 3-D axis was a compromise between resolution and
computation time [34]. The application used 20 vertical cells and 200 by
200 horizontal cells, with an additional five cell buffer zone at each
lateral boundary, as recommended by [26]. The 3-D ENVI-met model
top at 30 m is sufficient for this application, given the 14 m maximum
building height in the computational domain and the recommended

Table 1
Meteorological (Met) model (WRF) or observational (Obs) input simulation-constants and hourly-variables ( )* for
four groups of ENVI-met simulations, each for both daytime (1200–1500 LST) and nighttime (2000–2300 LST)
hours on extreme and typical 2017 summer days. Values provide hourly lateral-boundary- and/or initialconditions, and where LU/LC is Land-Use/Land-Cover, D is Day, N is Night, and PBL is planetary boundary
layer. A description of each variable can be found in the text.
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Table 2a
Input parameters for Urban-WRF as a function of building class (i.e., 31, 32, and 33), where sensible and
latent heats are both anthropogenic flux components and where σ is standard deviation.

factor of two for this ratio.
The ENVI-met initialization begins with a single observed or WRF
output value of 2-m level T and RH (which allow for computation of q),
as well as 10 m level wind V and dd. The model then calculates a 1-D
(vertical) solution to its prognostic equations to a PBL height of 2.5
km, but with dd held constant with height. These profiles then initialize
the 3-D model, but with additional steps for wind velocity. The first step
is without obstacles, while the second and final steps set built densities
at 50 and 100% of their true values, respectively. Simple-forced lateral
BCs were selected, so that at each time step (Δt) the current 1-D model
solution T and q was applied to all inflow lateral boundaries.
Forcing (or nudging) increases model accuracy and thus ENVI-met
results on all inflow boundaries at each Δt are nudged by either (inter
polated from hourly input) observations or WRF output, dependent on
the simulation. Nudged parameters included 2-m level T and RH, which
allowed for computation of 2 m values of q. Although later model ver
sions now support it, 10 m level V and dd values were not forced in the
current study. Although observed 10-m V-values ranged from 0.9 to 4.5
m s− 1, a constant BC value of 1.5 m s− 1 was used for all simulations at all
heights, given the numerical problems previously reported with higher
speeds. While this assumption overestimates maximum T values due to
reduced ventilation, it likewise maximizes T-mitigation impacts. To
create vertical profiles, T is assumed to decrease adiabatically (at 10 K
km− 1), while q was assumed constant with height. Over the 30 m depth
of the 3-D model, these assumptions should be reasonable. Further de
tails on the entire BC process can be found in [29].
Satellite imagery within Google Earth Pro software produced build
ing footprints and elevations, as well as vegetation types and distribu
tions, within the model domain (Fig. 3). Users analyze images with
AutoCAD to delineate existing and proposed LU/LC surface features,

from which footprint surface areas are calculated. Results showed the
study area with 26 buildings (Fig. 3a) ranging in height from 5 to 14 m,
as well as with 217 trees ranging in height from 1 to 18 m. The figure (by
% of area) shows the site characterized by a low building-density, many
parking lots, and moderate vegetative (tree canopy and permeable
surfaces) coverage. The remaining 22% is mostly roadways and side
walks. Where trees overlapped buildings, the latter took precedence.
The temperature mitigation strategy was comprised of three substrategies that increased vegetation, rooftop albedo, or architectural
shade elements. To achieve the 30% vegetation cover required to
significantly reduce temperatures [46], current green coverages
(Fig. 3a) were increased (Fig. 3b). This involved increasing street-tree
number and density, greening building facades, and converting a
vacant lot into a park. An increased ground surface α was not imple
mented, as that would increase pedestrian thermal loads. The roof top
sub-strategy assumed that the current rooftop (terracotta tiles, asphalt
shingles, and flat bitumen) α-value of 0.5 would be increased to 0.9 [60].
A value of 1.0 was not used to reflect weathering effects. All other
rooftop physical and thermal properties were left at their default
ENVI-met values.
The final sub-strategy was architectural shade structures, i.e., solar
panels and one large light-weight polyvinyl chloride (PVC) shade cloth.
Solar panel orientation followed the predominantly north-south or eastwest orientation of the newly covered parking spaces. Panels were set 7
m high, were 6 m deep, had a width of 3 m per adjacent parking spots,
and were composed of glass, silicon, and steel. Nearly every parking
space in the site was shaded, amounting to 7% coverage. The PVC shade
cloth was implemented over the intersection of Story Road and
McLaughlin Avenue, the major intersection in Fig. 2c. The cloth
amounted to 2% coverage, was a 38 m square, and was suspended at 10

Table 2b
Energy balance parameters for Urban-WRF as a function of built facets, independent of building class.
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Fig. 3. ENVI-met study-site surface area LU/LC distributions in plan and 3-D perspectives: (a) for existing conditions and (b) after application of all three heat
mitigation strategies discussed in the text.

6
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Fig. 4. Same plan view as in Fig. 3, but after application of each mitigation strategy that comprises the “combined” strategy in Fig. 3, including increased: rooftop
albedos (left; white areas), solar panel and sail cloth shading (middle; grey and pink areas, respectively), and vegetative greening (right). See text for explanation of
each strategy. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 5. WUDAPT Level-0 Local Climate Zones (LCZs, defined at right) for the area of Fig. 2b, showing its: (a) training zones, (b) final 100-m grid distribution, and (c)
1 km aggregated input for urbanized WRF. Also shown are the sites of the: San Jose Airport (SJA), San Jose State University (SJSU), and ENVI-met study area (within
a portion of the WRF grid cell, indicated by black box).
7
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Table 3
Accuracy Matrix for San Jose WUDAPT Level 0 training areas, with known (vertical axis) vs. predicted (horizontal axis) test-class frequencies. The
uWRF building classes 31 to 33 defined in Table 2a are comprised of the following WUDAPT urban LCZ classes: 3 is in 31; 6 is in 32; and 4, 5, 7, 8,
and 10 are in 33.

m to allow for large vehicles.
The distribution of impacted areas for each strategy is shown in
Fig. 4, a manually digitized satellite image from Google Earth Pro and
illustrated by Adobe Photoshop to emphasize modeled features. This
process removed vehicles, conformed similar ground surfaces to a single
color, and gave vegetation a common graphic convention for easier
legibility. The accompanying aerial perspectival graphic is a screen
capture from ENVI-met.
The default ENVI-met database provided values of the following
ground and building material thermodynamic properties: α, ϵ, k, specific
heat (c), absorptivity (a), and density (ρ). These values (not shown) are
independent of those used in the WRF simulations. Additional building
materials were added to the database to account for some SJ residential
and commercial buildings, e.g., wood siding, asphalt roofing shingles,
and lime plaster stucco.
Tree- and shrub-type and distributions were visually inferred from
Google Earth Pro imagery and the ENVI-met V4.3.0 default 3-D plant
library. Emphasis was on tree height, canopy shape, and deciduous vs.
coniferous; species specific determinations were not necessary for this
study. Default values for α and foliage solar transmissivity (τ) varied
between 0.18 and 0.3 for deciduous and between zero and 0.12 for
coniferous trees. Results were obtained for 20 ENVI-met simulations,
each with only uWRF meteorological input. Five scenarios (existing LU/
LC, three sub-strategies, and a combined strategy) were each run for the
extreme (1 September) and typical (9 July) daytime and nighttime pe
riods. Resulting street canyon (indoor areas thus excluded) 1 m level
changes (ΔT) were defined as a mitigated minus an original T-value.
Daytime and nighttime simulations started at 0700 and 1500 LST,
respectively, and were run for 9 h. Results from the first 5 h of each
simulation were discarded, as this was considered a spin up period. This
spin up is longer than the 1 h typically used for ENVI-met [20]. The
model was run on a desktop computer with an Intel Core i7-3770K CPU
clocked at 4.1 GHz and with 32 GB of RAM. One hour of simulation time
with a model-prescribed time step of 10 s required about 6 h of clock
time.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. WUDAPT level 0 distribution
The WUDAPT LU/LC training map (Fig. 5a) shows the manually
digitized initial training areas used to run the LCZ classification process
in SAGA. When tested on the remaining training areas, Table 3 shows it
yielded an overall accuracy of 62% and a Cohen kappa coefficient of
only 57%, as the latter corrects for chance agreements. These results are
generally consistent with those from similar efforts [10], e.g., from Hong
Kong with its homogenous urban morphology of high-rise buildings
[47]. The SJ non-urban LCZ classes A, D, F, and G showed perfect ac
curacy (right most column of results). Urban classes with 80–90% ac
curacies include LCZs 4 and 6. Urban LCZs 2 and 3 had the lowest
accuracy, but they only contained 3 and 27 training areas, respectively.
Poor accuracies (thus with large off diagonal values) exist between some
low-rise classes, i.e., compact vs. open low-rise (24 of 27 areas) and open
vs. lightweight (10 of 28). Poor accuracies are also seen between
compact mid-rise versus heavy industry (7 of 17) and between heavy
industry and lightweight low-rise (7 of 17) and large low-rise (8 of 40).
When the classification was applied to the entire study area, the
resulting 100 m distribution (Fig. 5b) shows LCZ 6 (defined in Table 3)
as the most common. LCZ 8 areas are mainly in north SJ and along eastwest corridors that parallel its main avenues, while LCZ 3 areas with
little or no green space exist mainly in east SJ. The scattered LCZ 7 areas
are mobile homes, mainly constructed of light-weight materials such as
lumber. LCZ 9 areas exists near the hills on either side of the valley,
while LCZ 4 areas are mainly near downtown SJ. LCZ E areas correspond
to large parking lots near the SJA and Moffett Field airports.
Aggregation of the 100 m LCZ areas (Fig. 5b) into the gridded 1-km
LU/LC distribution for the Urban-WRF simulation (Fig. 5c) shows that
most of the SLUCM domain is comprised of urban Classes 31 , 32 and 33
(defined in Table 3). Note that the last three urban types of Class 33 are
50% of the six LCZs with the poor accuracy values discussed above, and
thus their grouping negates their errors. Class 32 is dominant in the
southwestern part of the domain and 33 in its northeastern half. The SJA
8
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Fig. 6. Observed hourly meteorological conditions (dots) at SJSU, as well as corresponding Urban-WRF (red line) and Default-WRF (blue line) simulation results at
the closest grid point to the observations. Data start on 31 August at 1600 LST, and periods of most interest are 1200–1500 LST and 2000–2300 LST on 1 September.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

and SJSU meteorological observation sites are in different Class 32 WRF
grid cells, while the ENVI-met study area is in a Class 31 cell.

observations are taken atop an eight-story building, as V generally in
creases with height. The most difficult parameter to simulate is dd, given
its observed abrupt shifts during the low speed nights before and after
the daytime extreme T. This shift is typical of summer conditions in the
SCV and it results from a change from the predominantly up valley
northwesterly daytime winds to the predominantly down valley south
erly nighttime flows. While both models perform well during the uni
form flow on the heatwave day, Urban-WRF was somewhat better in
capturing the nighttime shifts before and after that day.
While similar simulated T and RH accuracies for both models are seen at
the SJA site (Fig. 7), Urban-WRF better simulated the peak V on the extreme
T day. Both models also better simulated the nocturnal low V periods before
and after the extreme T day. Both again capture the dd-values during the
uniform northwesterly flow on the extreme T day. Default-WRF performs
better (but not outstandingly) with the more constant dd values during the
preceding night, but neither does well during the night following the
extreme T, when dd again changes rapidly.
While only the SJA meteorological observations are used as input to
some ENVI-met simulations, the above analysis indicates that UrbanWRF was generally better than Default-WRF in reproducing both the SJA
and SJSU observations, specifically in its ability to capture the complex
nighttime SJSU wind shifts during the night following the daytime Textremes. As SJA and SJSU are located about 7.3 and 2.5 km northeast,
respectively, of the Urban-WRF grid cell closest to the ENVI-met study

3.2. WRF results
Simulated diurnal patterns of 2-m level T from both the Urban- and
Default-WRF runs, as compared to the SJSU observations during the
extreme temperature period (Fig. 6), show generally good agreements
(within 1–2 ◦ C), especially for the Urban-WRF run. Both the daytime peaks
(of about 41 ◦ C) during the 1 September extreme day and its minima (still
high at about 25 ◦ C) during the following night were particularly well
simulated. Relative humidity (RH) was also well simulated (within 5%) by
both models throughout most of the period; values were (as expected) high
at night and low during the day. One exception is with its nighttime values
preceding the extreme T period, when only Urban-WRF performed well.
Another is during the night after the extreme T, when both performed not so
well (10% errors). The current high daytime T-values, followed by rela
tively high nighttime RH-values, produce extreme human heat stresses, as
nocturnal recovery cannot occur.
Simulated 10-m level V values show under-predictions of about 2 m
s− 1 during both the expected higher-speed daytime and low-speed
nighttime periods. The peak-T period shows some of the largest underpredictions, and Default-WRF generally shows somewhat smaller er
rors. This systematic underprediction probably results as the SJSU
9
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Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 6, but for the San Jose Airport (SJA) observational site.

area (Fig. 3c), it is expected to show a similar accuracy at that cell, which
does not contain any meteorological observations.
The observed or WRF meteorological output values used for each
ENVI-met simulation are given in Table 1. Constants across all simula
tions (not shown) include zo and cloud cover, set to 0.1 m and zero,
respectively. As incoming solar radiation R is not measured at SJA or
OIA, the ENVI-met default value of unity was used for the solar τ for the

SJA-Airport simulations, while the Default-WRF and Urban-WRF values
of 0.89–0.92 were derived from their calculated R-values. An assumed
constant (in time and height) upwind BC of 1.5 m s− 1 wind speed (as
discussed above) was used for all ENVI-met simulations.
The remaining Table 1 inputs to ENVI-met allow it to capture
meteorological features appropriate to the typical and extreme days.
NWS surface weather maps (not shown) on the former day indicate

Table 4a
ENVI-met domain-wide average simulated 1-m level street-canyon air temperatures (T) obtained from ur
banized WRF inputs for a variety of mitigation strategies on both the extreme (1 September) and typical (9
July) days at 1500 and 2300 LST. Values are means (μ) and standard deviations (σ).
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Fig. 8. Frequency distributions of ENVI-met 1-m level street canyon air temperatures (excluding building interior grid-points) for the existing LU/LC conditions on
the extreme heat day of 1 September for the Urban-WRF (blue), Default-WRF (yellow), and SJA (orange) driven-simulations at (a) 1500 and (b) 2300 LST. Vertical
lines and inverted colored arrow heads mark mean values; note different vertical and horizontal scales. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

normal California summer conditions, as the pressure difference be
tween the offshore Pacific high and California thermal low created a cool
regional onshore flow. Conditions on 1 September were those of a
typical (fall) Indian Summer heat wave, as part of the offshore high
pressure moved inland and north of California, and thus created a hot
regional offshore flow.
The constant with time (observed or modeled) wind direction BCs for
each simulation (Table 1) represent those at the end of the daytime or
nighttime simulations, i.e., 1500 and 2300 LST, respectively, the hours
investigated in depth. Day-night variations differ, as the typical day
shows a northwesterly flow down the SCV during both daytime and
nighttime hours. The extreme day, however, shows a shift to a generally
southwesterly up-valley flow sometime during the afternoon. Neither of
the above daytime directions reflect the onshore or offshore regional
flows discussed above, as the SCV is frequently sheltered from such
flows, especially with low wind speeds when it produces its own flows.
As PBL depth (H) is not observed at SJA, and only at 12 h intervals at
OAI, the ENVI-met default value of 2500 m was used in all SJA-Airport
simulations (Table 1). Simulated daytime H values at 1500 LST are
about 510 m, while the default value for the SJA-Airport cases is thus
excessively large. The same pattern is true for the nighttime (2300 LST)
simulated values, all lower by a factor of about 16 from their daytime
values, reflecting the normal rapid post-sunset collapse of PBL height.
The near uniform simulated H values on both the days do not imply that
the regionally dominated flows below H are similar on both days, as
discussed in the previous paragraph. The only impacts of H in a 3-D
ENVI-met simulation is from its associated 1500 and 2300 LST qvalues, which only indirectly impact the simulated T and V fields. The
low observed SJA-Airport q values at its higher H reflect the normal
decrease of q with altitude. The H values do, however, directly impact
the 1-D ENVI-met solutions that provide its inflow BCs.
The 2 m level hourly T and RH values nudge the ENVI-met inflow BCs
at every Δt, and the maximum and minimum values in Table 1 are those
during each daytime and nighttime simulation, respectively. These
occur at the end of each simulation period because of how the periods
were selected. These values reflect the different conditions on the two
simulation days, e.g., on the extreme day, the daytime and nighttime
values are about 10 and 7 ◦ C warmer, respectively, than on the typical
day. The values across all three data sources for the extreme day are

similar in magnitude during both daytime and nighttime hours. The
corresponding RH values on the typical day are higher by about 10–20%
than on the extreme day, consistent with its lower T-values, and not
necessarily of a higher q-value. These T and RH input values do reflect
the regional hot and cool air masses that impacted T within the SCV on
the extreme and typical days, respectively.
While the input data for the three extreme day simulations in Table 1
do not show large differences, the combination of the individual dif
ferences does produce significant variations between the three ENVImet results, as well as between the extreme and typical days. The next
sections discuss these differences.
3.3. ENVI-met temperatures
Fig. 8 shows three frequency distributions of 1 m level (all subse
quent results will also be at this level) ENVI-met simulated street-canyon
T-values (building interior grid points thus not included in this or the
following results) at two times during the extreme T day of 1 September.
The values are from ENVI-met simulations driven by meteorological
data from the Urban-WRF output, Default-WRF output, or San Jose
Airport observations. Similar comparative results are not shown for the
typical day, as only Urban-WRF simulations were carried out for 9 July.
Histograms at 1500 LST (Fig. 8a) show all three distributions with a
similar range of T-values (about 3 ◦ C) and a similar peak number of cells
(about 2000 ± 250). The Urban-WRF mean value (μ) of 39.2 ◦ C
(Table 4a), however, is cooler than the Default-WRF value, while that
from SJA is in between the two; the difference in both comparisons is
about 0.5 ◦ C. The corresponding 2300 LST mean T values (Fig. 8b) are
lower (as expected) by about 10 ◦ C and their ranges are also narrower (2
◦
C). Peak cell-numbers are thus higher (4000–6000), also with larger
differences between the cell number peaks. The Urban-WRF μ (28.9 ◦ C,
Table 4a) is again the lowest, but the SJA value is now higher than the
Default-WRF mean. The difference between the lowest two values has
thus increased to about 1 ◦ C, while that between the top two is still about
0.5 ◦ C.
Table 4a also gives standard deviation (σ) values for all four distri
butions, and the results show that the extreme daytime period σ values
are always larger than the corresponding typical period values, with the
reverse true for the nighttime period. All daytime σ values are likewise
11
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Fig. 9. Evolution of hourly (1200–1500 LST) ENVI-met 1-m level street canyon air temperatures in the study area on the extreme heat day of 1 September for the SJA
(upper), Default-WRF (middle), and Urban-WRF (lower) driven-simulations under existing LU/LC conditions; rooftops shown in black.

larger than all corresponding nighttime values during both periods.
The time evolution of the hourly 1200–1500 LST spatial distribution
of ENVI-met street-canyon 1 m level T values on the extreme tempera
ture day is shown in Fig. 9, as driven by each of the three input mete
orological datasets. The evolution of the Urban-WRF values resembles
that from the SJA case, while that of the Default-WRF case warms faster
by an hour, consistent with its warmest values in Fig. 8a. The largest
range of temperature values occuring across the three cases together (6

C) occurs at 1200 LST, with the smallest (5 ◦ C) at 1400 LST. The DefaultWRF and SJA cases show the largest temporal variations (10 ◦ C), while
Urban-WRF has the smallest (9 ◦ C).
The corresponding 2000–2300 LST hourly distributions (Fig. 10)
show that the evolution of the Default-WRF values is now closer to that of
the SJA case, while the Urban-WRF values now cool faster by 2 h,
consistent with its considerably cooler values in Fig. 8b. The spatial
differences between the cases was largest (but only 4 ◦ C) at 2100 LST

◦
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Fig. 10. Same as Fig. 9, but for 2000–2300 LST.

and smallest (3 ◦ C) at 2300 LST. The Default-WRF case has the largest
variations across all 4 h (4.5 ◦ C), while Urban-WRF has the smallest (3.8
◦
C).
In summary, the Urban-WRF simulation warmed to a lower
maximum due to the higher thermal inertia of its scheme. The lower
maximum resulted in cooler nocturnal temperatures throughout the
nighttime simulation. The choice of input meteorological data set thus
impacts ENVI-met T results. Many of the hourly patterns show detailed
inter- and intra- street patterns that could be verified in future urban
microscale studies containing in-domain observational sites.

3.4. Mitigation results
The ENVI-met histograms in Fig. 11 show mitigated T-values, but
only those driven by meteorological data from Urban-WRF and only for
both daytime periods. Nighttime changes were smaller, as the current
mitigation strategies were designed to more highly impact extreme
daytime values. Results are shown for all five scenarios: existing con
ditions, three mitigation cases, and combined case. Extreme day values
(Fig. 11a) show all three sub-scenarios with similar peak cell fre
quencies, while the combined strategy has a somewhat higher peak
(1100 vs 900). Difference between the μ values of the three scenarios is
13
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Fig. 11. Frequency distributions of mitigated 1-m level ENVI-met street canyon (excluding interior building grid-points) air temperatures at 1500 LST on the: (a)
extreme heat day of 1 September and (b) typical day of 9 July. Results shown for white roof albedo (yellow), solar shading (orange), and vegetation (green)
mitigation strategies, as well as for both their combined effects (purple) and pre-existing LU/LC conditions (blue). Note the different horizontal scales, and that each
simulation is driven by Urban-WRF meteorological output and that inverted colored arrow heads mark mean values. (For interpretation of the references to color in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

about 1.1 ◦ C, with the vegetation strategy (μ of 38.1 ◦ C) as the coolest,
followed by the solar shade strategy, which aligns with previous studies
[61]. The rooftop albedo and existing condition scenarios have near
identical values, indicative of its insignificant impact on street canyon
values. The combined strategy μ, of course, is coolest. The typical day
histogram (Fig. 11b) shows lower T values (by about 8 ◦ C), as expected,
but their means are ranked in the same order as on the extreme day.
To focus on warming and cooling impacts associated with each
mitigation strategy, the daytime ENVI-met results for the two days of
Fig. 11 are shown in Fig. 12 as histograms of ΔT-values, defined as a
mitigated T minus its unmitigated value. Note that μ values are not
shown, as both distributions are somewhat noisy. The maximum number
of grid cells for the roof albedo and solar shading mitigations on the
extreme day are about 20 000 and 7 000, respectively, while for the
typical day they are about 20 000 and 10 000, respectively. For legibility
purposes, the vertical axis extends only to 6000 occurrences.
The extreme day results (Fig. 12a) show greening producing the
largest impacts, with cooling to about − 3.5 ◦ C, followed by solar
shading to about − 1.6 ◦ C. The white roof albedo strategy, however,
produces a few cases of weak warming to about 1.0 ◦ C, but with many
values close to zero. The combined mitigation impacts, of course, show
the greatest cooling, with values up to about − 3.7 ◦ C. The corresponding
typical days histogram (Fig. 12b) shows similar results as compared to
the extreme day, but with generally smaller maximum changes.
These similarities are highlighted in Table 4b, which summarizes the
daytime mitigation impacts on canyon level T values on both days. The
results show that, as sub-mitigation μ values increase, so do their cor
responding σ values. Extreme day μ values are always larger than the
corresponding typical values, while ranking their σ values does not show

a consistent pattern. Roof top albedo mean impacts are insignificant on
both days (consistent with Fig. 12) while vegetation again shows the
largest values. Shading and vegetative μ values are both slightly larger
on the typical day, as is its simple linear summation (L in table) of the
three sub-mitigation contributions (− 1.38 vs. − 1.31 ◦ C). It is thus
somewhat surprising, given that the μ value for the combined mitigation
simulations (C in table) is larger on the extreme day (− 1.49 vs.-1.42 ◦ C).
This could be explained by its significantly larger (0.18 and 0.04 ◦ C)
nonlinear interaction term (NL in table), with the complex causes of this
effect beyond the scope of the current effort.
The spatial distributions of the ENVI-met 1 m level street canyon
cooling impacts (ΔT) at 1500 LST for both daytime cases are shown in
Fig. 13. For the extreme day (upper row), the vegetation strategy again
shows the largest cooling (up to − 3.5 ◦ C). Solar shading showed a
smaller impact (− 1.6 ◦ C), but with some surprising warming (0.9 ◦ C).
The high albedo rooftops showed mostly insignificant impacts (±0.1 ◦ C,
consistent with Table 4b), but with a few small areas of cooling (− 0.3
◦
C) and an even larger warming (1.0 ◦ C). The combined strategy again
thus strongly resembled the vegetative case, but with a slightly larger
maximum cooling (− 3.7 ◦ C), due to linear and nonlinear contributions
from the other two strategies. The corresponding overall distributions
and maximum cooling magnitudes for the typical daytime cases (lower
row, Fig. 13) are similar to the extreme day values. An exception is the
almost total lack of warming areas for the solar shading and high roof
albedo cases. These warming areas are weak and/or small in extent;
their maxima are 0.04 and 0.32 ◦ C, respectively.
In summary, these hourly T mitigation patterns again show detailed
intra- and inter- street variations that thus could be useful in the plan
ning and evaluation of future microscale urban climate studies under
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Fig. 12. Same as Fig. 11, but for the resulting mitigated temperature differences ΔTs (mitigated minus pre-existing values). Note that the maximum number of grid
cells for the roof albedo and solar shading mitigations on the extreme day are about 20 000 and 7 000, respecttively, while for the typical day they are about 20 000
and 10 000, respectively. For legibility purposes, the vertical axis extends only to 6000.

extreme and typical conditions [60]. While the reductions in mean
daytime T of 3–4 ◦ C across the study area may seem small, epidemio
logical studies have shown that mortality rates increase by 1–3% for
every 1 ◦ C increase in average maximum T [28].

Resulting street canyon 1 m level changes (ΔT) were defined as a miti
gated minus an original unmitigated value.
Results showed that the WUDAPT Level 0 training LU/LC areas
demonstrated a typically high ability to classify test areas with known
land cover types. The scheme was thus applied with a 100 m grid res
olution to the entire WRF computational domain, with the results finally
aggregated to the WRF grid. WRF test simulations showed that both
versions accurately reproduced the diurnal cycle of 2 m temperature and
relative humidity on both days at two observational sites near the ENVImet study area. While both, however, overestimated the low daytime
and nighttime wind speeds at the NWS airport site on the extreme day,
they accurately reproduced the near constant wind directions during the
daytime hours at both sites. Only urbanized WRF, however, captured the
extreme nighttime wind shift at the non-NWS site, the one closest to the
ENVI-met study area.
All mitigation strategies had only negligible impacts on ENVI-met
simulated nighttime 1 m level canyon air temperatures. Increased
vegetation, however, was the most effective daytime strategy on both
days as its implementation effected the largest fraction of the ENVI-met
domain, like in the results of [48]. The maximum cooling across the
domain on the two days was − 3.5 and − 3.3 ◦ C, respectively. While
increased rooftop albedos produced near negligible cooling impacts,
increased solar shading produced corresponding maxima of − 1.6 and
− 1.7 ◦ C, respectively. The reductions in mean daytime temperatures of
3–4 ◦ C across the study area may seem small, but epidemiological
studies have shown that mortality rates increase by 1–3% for every 1 ◦ C
increase in average maximum temperature.
One unanticipated result was formation of areas of daytime warming
with the roof-top albedo and solar shading strategies on the extreme day,
with maximum values of 1.0 and 0.9 ◦ C, respectively. Corresponding
typical day values, however, were only 0.32 and 0.04 ◦ C, respectively.
Another unanticipated result was that, while the simple linear

4. Conclusion
An obstacle to the evaluation of strategies to mitigate extreme urban
temperatures by numerical microscale models is frequently the lack of
on-site meteorological data. The current study thus reports on an
innovative method that used the WUDAPT Level 0 methodology to
generate a Local Climate Zone (LCZ) land-use/landcover (LU/LC) dis
tribution as input to the WRF weather prediction model. Its meteoro
logical output was then used to generate inputs for the ENVI-met
microscale planning model to produce 1-m level building-scale street
canyon temperature fields. The ENVI-met study area was a 300 m square
near downtown San Jose, CA, and the day of interest was then the
hottest in California history. The model was used to simulate a variety of
daytime and nighttime temperature-mitigation strategies at a 1.5 m grid
for this day and for a second more typical summer day.
The source of the meteorological data for a given ENVI-met simu
lation was either the urbanized version of WRF; default version of WRF;
or observations at the closest NWS site, historically the most commonly
source. WRF output at its grid point closest to the study area provided
time-varying lateral boundary conditions for the ENVI-met simulations,
run on a 1.5 m cubic grid. The temperature mitigation strategy was
comprised of three sub-strategies that either increased surface vegeta
tion, rooftop albedo, or architectural shade elements. The 20 ENVI-met
mitigation simulations each used only data from urbanized WRF, as it
provided the most accurate data. The five mitigation scenarios (existing
LU/LC, three sub-strategies, and a combined strategy) were carried out
for the daytime and nighttime periods on the extreme and typical days.
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Fig. 13. ENVI-met 1-m level street canyon (excluding building interior grid points, shown in grey) temperature-differences (ΔT, defined as mitigated minus pre
viously existing value) at 1500 LST on the extreme heat wave (1 September, upper) and typical (9 July, lower) days. Results show each of the three strategies
separately and combined, and where each simulation is driven by Urban-WRF meteorological output.

summation of the three sub-mitigation cooling value was larger on the
typical than extreme day (− 1.4 vs. − 1.3 ◦ C), the combined mitigation
cooling was larger on the extreme day (− 1.5 vs.-1.4 ◦ C). This reversal
could be explained by the larger (0.18 vs. 0.04 ◦ C) nonlinear interaction
on the extreme day.
This study is a contribution to the field, as it demonstrates a new
method of overcoming the frequent lack of on-site meteorological data
for use in the evaluation of strategies to mitigate real world extreme
urban temperatures by use of numerical microscale CFD planning
models. The new method uses output from a meso-scale urban weather
model as input into the microscale model. This technique will aid in
development of site-specific temperature and wind data to inform a wide
variety of strategies proposed to mitigate extreme and typical day
weather conditions. ENVI-met produced detailed intra- and inter-street
temperature variations that would be useful in the evaluation of
microscale urban climate mitigation studies in a wide variety of global
climate types under changing climate conditions.
Future efforts should overcome some limitations of the current effort,
e.g., use of new techniques for more detailed bottom-up building data
inventories and use of more advanced multilevel urban

parameterization schemes in WRF. Recent versions of ENVI-met allow
for more advanced linkages between it and WRF, e.g., ever larger ENVImet domains and nudging with wind speed and direction. Additional
studies are also needed to understand two unanticipated results from the
current study: weak warming with some daytime cooling strategies, as
well non-linear interactions when a variety of mitigation strategies are
modeled simultaneously. Various parametric studies should also be
carried out with these improved tools to study a wide range of urban
landscapes in a variety of climate zones under changing regional cli
mates. These studies should also investigate more advanced thermal
stress parameters, e.g., those that involve T, RH, and wind speed.
While the current white rooftop mitigation strategy produced only
small 1.5 m level canyon level impacts on daytime and nighttime tem
peratures, it did produce significant above-roof and building-interior
daytime cooling (not discussed in the paper), both important for
building energy applications. The current microscale results provide
more detailed spatial information than do meso-scale urban weather
models. Such meso-scale models can only adjust a single composite
urban value per grid cell and may only report a single mitigated tem
perature for that cell. These studies need to be careful not to mix canyon
16
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Table 4b
Like Table 4a, but for temperature impacts (ΔT, mitigated minus existing values) and only at 1500 LST, where
L is the linear sum of the individual strategies, C the impact from a simulation of the three together, NL the
non-linear synergistic effect, and negligible (<0.01 ◦ C) values of μ are denoted by ( )*.

and building-interior results, and thus not to overestimate simulated incanyon cooling rates.
In summary, the current effort builds upon a range of previous
microscale urban heat mitigation studies . It accomplishes this by the
expansion of the range of tools available to carry out such studies.
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GLOSSARY: Symbols and Acronyms
Greek Symbols
А: Albedo
Δt: Time step of integration
ΔT: Air temperature difference
ϵ: Surface emissivity
μ: Mean
Р: Density
Τ: Solar transmissivity
Σ: Standard deviation
Roman Symbols
A: Absorptivity
cp: Specific heat
C: Heat capacity
dd: Wind direction
Q: Specific humidity
H: Building height
H: Height of PBL top
K: Soil thermal conductivity
R: Solar radiation
RH: Relative humidity
T: Temperature
V: Wind speed
z0: Roughness length
Acronyms
BC: Boundary Condition
BEM: Building Energy Model
BEP: Building Energy Parameterization
CAM: Community Atmosphere Model
CFD: Computational Fluid Dynamics
IC: Initial Condition
LCZ: Local Climate Zone
LST: Local Standard Time
LT1: Landsat-8 Level-1
LU/LC: Land-use/Land-cover
MMM: Mesoscale Meteorological Model
NAM: North American Mesoscale
NIR: Near Infrared Bands
NWS: National Weather Service
OIA: Oakland International Airport
PBL: Planetary Boundary Layer
PVC: Polyvinyl Chloride
ROI: Region of Interest
SCV: Santa Clara Valley
SJ: San Jose
SJA: San Jose International Airport
SJSU: San Jose State University
SLUCM: Single Layer Urban Canopy Model
SWIR: Shortwave Infrared Bands
TIR: Thermal Band
TKE: Turbulent Kinetic Energy
UHI: Urban Heat Island
USGS: United States Geological Survey
uWRF: Urbanized WRF
WRF: Weather Research and Forecasting Model
WUDAPT: World Urban Database and Access Portal Tools
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